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Introduction
One can think of many reasons for scrotal enlargement: infection, 

neoplasm, hernia, and many others, however, scrotal elephantiasis 
will always stand out with its rarity and grotesque appearance. This 
abnormality stems from lymph stagnation caused by the compression 
of lymph vessels. It comes with a specific scrotal skin deformity (hence 
the name: elephant skin-like) and bilateral tumescence. The root cause 
can be of genetic nature, through the intrinsic failure of the lymphatic 
system, like in Milroy’s disease. Otherwise – and in most cases – it 
is a result of secondary problems, such as some form of blockage or 
compression in the lymphatic system [1,2]. Although this chronic 
lesion is benign, it has a major impact on the patient’s life, by turning 
everyday activities into misery to perform with a grossly enlarged 
scrotum. For a long time, it was uncommon in Europe and the Western 
world to see anyone with such a bizarre deformity, but we could find 
plenty of case studies from developing countries. In the endemic 
areas, it is mostly caused by infectious agents, mostly filarial [3,4]. On 
the Western hemisphere, this abnormality usually comes from the 
compression of lymph vessels by a pelvic tumor, a traumatic event, or 
a postoperative/postirradiation situation, dialysis, congenital causes, or 
massive obesity. However, only the last one is becoming more frequent 
nowadays [5,6]. The origin of the condition may differ, and the need 
for surgical intervention is undeniable in these cases. Therefore, it is 
essential to be familiar with the management of this disorder.

In our work, we proudly present our contribution to the topic with 
5 of our well-documented cases (operated by our team of urologists 
and plastic surgeons), and general ideas about the treatment. 

Case Description
Five young (23-49 years, avg: 39.4 y) males with no significant 

complaints – other than a massive scrotal enlargement and (with 
one exception) morbid obesity (BMI>40 kg/m2). None of them had 
received and treatment previously. The examination protocol always 
involved the following: First, the patient’s history was taken. After 
physical examination, weight measurement, and photo documentation 
we asked the patients about any former dermatological conditions, 
weight changes, the onset of the problem, and especially about any 
excursion to any exotic locations - especially Africa, South-East Asia 
or India. Lab tests were performed to identify any signs of infection. 
CT and MRI were also performed to see if there were any signs of 
lymph vein compression by a pelvic tumour or something else. After 
our initial examinations, we referred each patient to a dermatologist 
and to a plastic surgeon – although the latter was not always present in 
the operating theatre, his help in planning and further treatment was 
indispensable.

Since none of the cases were declared to be of infectological or 
oncological origin, we pronounced them to be idiopathic or the 
result of obesity.. The body mass indexes of our patients at the initial 
examinations were the following: 74 kg/m2, 57 kg/m2, 42 kg/m2, 41 kg/
m2 and 26 kg/m2, meaning four of them were morbidly obese, and one 
– after significant weight loss – was only slightly overweight. 
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In the first line, we supplied our clients with lifestyle advices to help 
them lose the redundant weight. Although all of our patients achieved 
some level of weight loss, their complaints did not lessen and they 
were still suffering from their obnoxious condition – a surgery was still 
needed. 

Before we even started planning any kind of surgical intervention, we 
took additional time to discuss the possible outcomes and complications 
with the patients. We described the possible complications (such as 
surgical site infection, wound healing problems, the possible need for 
transfusion, etc.) in detail, and informed them about the importance 
of aftercare and the possibility of further operations (like abdominal 
plastic surgery) as well. Furthermore, we also discussed the potential 
discrepancy between the expected and the actual optical results of 
subsequent surgery to prevent any disappointment. Furthermore, the 
patients received preventive antibiotics (Amoxicillin/Clavulanic acid 
combination) and were prudently prepared by anaesthesiologists. 

The operations had some similar basic steps we followed each 
time. First, we cut along the scrotal raphe halving the elephantiatic 
area. Then, we cut around the lateral, dorsal, and anterior edges of 
the anomaly, and – parallel with the isolation of the testicles and the 
penis – we removed the thickened scrotal skin. Not once did we need 
to use skin flaps or auto transplantation – we always covered the genital 
organs with preputial skin and residual (non-elephantiatic) scrotal 
tissue (Figures 1-5). After the resections, drainage tubes were placed in 
the wounds, and removed on the second postoperative day. During the 
surgeries, continuous blood pressure monitoring and intraoperative 
fluid management was especially important, as the massive loss of 
extra- and intracellular fluid could have caused serious blood- pressure 
instability. There was no notable intraoperative event, and only one 
patient had to receive transfusion. Surgical site infection and serious 
wound healing problems did not occur either, thanks to the appropriate 

wound care. None of our patients had any complications that would 
have required reoperation. In the postoperative period, long-term 
thromboprophylaxis and antibiosis were our major concerns, besides, 
of course, dietetic and health counselling. The resected tissue (weighing 
from 5 to 30 kilograms) was sent to pathology in all cases: none of the 
histology results reported inflammation, infection, or neoplasm. The 
patients spent an average of 5.7 (4-9) days in hospital bed. The follow-
up time after the primary operation is 45.4 months on average (79-17). 
Within this time frame, none of the patients had recurrent scrotal or 
genital elephantiasis. Three of the patients required further operations: 

Figure 1: The resection of edematous tissues and ,with the separated penis 
and funnicules (left), the resected scrotal skin (right) (2012).

 

Figure 2: Scrotalis elephantiasis weighing over 30kg hanging down to the 
ankles  (left), after the primary operation (mid), and after abdominal skin 
reduction surgery (right) (2013).

 

Figure 3: Scrotal elephantiasis and elephantiatic apron-like belly – pre-
operative (2014).

  

Figure 4: Enlarged scrotum, thickened skin, barely palpable penis (left); MRI 
showing the genital elephantiasis (right) (2015).

 

Figure 5: Massive scrotal elephanitiasis – pre-operative (left) and post-
operative pictures (right) (2016).
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two had to go through surgical reduction of their apron-like abdomen. 
One patient had recurrent edema in the genital region – laparoscopic 
lymph vein clamping resolved the problem.

Discussion
Scrotal elephantiasis, the result of the chronic insufficiency of 

lymph drainage, is easily characterized by the intracutaneous fluid 
retention, edema, and hardened skin in the genital region. The entity 
can either be congenital (primary) or acquired (secondary) through 
the compression or blockage of lymph veins. Although this condition 
has various origins, it is becoming more frequent (in the Western 
hemisphere) as a result of morbid obesity (BMI>40 kg/m2) [7]. As 
gross abdominal adiposity compresses the lymph veins inhibiting the 
natural flow of chyle, it is only a matter of time when the edema and the 
consequent fibrosis appears, followed by cutaneous hyperkeratosis and 
dryness [8]. The major complaint –appearing in our patients only years 
after the onset emerged – is the massive size and weight of the lesion.  

In our experience, the treatment of each case should start with 
examining the patient’s physical condition and their history. After the 
general assessment, it is advised to search for possible root causes (like 
oncological, dermatological, infectological, etc.) and rule them out. If 
the imaging studies and lab results show no abnormalities, weight loss 
can be advised, although it may not help with the scrotal enlargement. 

Whilst the connection between weight loss and scrotal 
lymphedema is not very well understood (and according to some, it 
is even reciprocal), weight loss is still advisable for patients with major 
scrotal elephantiasis: first of all, by losing weight, the compression 
on the lymphatic system might be reduced, and by that, the edema 
might decrease as well. Secondly, a patient who is less overweight may 
face less peri- and postoperative complications and wound healing 
disorders [9].

After consulting a plastic surgeon (preferably with considerable 
experience on the field), the next step is surgical intervention, with 
proper anaesthesiological assistance. Wound care, antibiosis (preferably 
amoxicillin or other penicillin-type agents) and close attention to fluid 
balance is necessary. We’d also like to add, that in our practice we 
refrained from using any kind of skin grafts or mobilized flaps which, 
according to our opinion, could have led to a whole new set of problems 

and probably contributed to the higher rate of complications in other 
departments [10,11]. In case of the recurrence of the edema, the closing 
of local lymph veins can be recommended. 

Conclusion
Conservative treatment and weight loss rarely (if ever) offer a 

solution. Surgery must be performed with the complete resection 
of elephantiatic skin, with penile and scrotal reconstruction, with 
attentive infection control and volume management. The presented 
cases demonstrate how meticulous examination, profound treatment 
planning, and close collaboration with plastic surgeons, dermatologists, 
and anaesthesiologist guarantee short- and long-term success.
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